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Modeling the optical constants of GaP, InP, and InAs
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An extension of the Adachi model with the adjustable broadening function, instead of the
Lorentzian one, is employed to model the optical constants of GaP, InP, and InAs. Adjustable
broadening is modeled by replacing the damping constant with the frequency-dependent expression.
The improved flexibility of the model enables achieving an excellent agreement with the
experimental data. The relative rms errors obtained for the refractive index equal 1.2% for GaP,
1.0% for InP, and 1.6% for InAs. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Group III–V semiconductors are playing an increasing
important role in integrated optics because they offer
potential for the integration of sources, detectors, switch
and modulators. Experimental data on the optical const
as a function of energy are available for a number of III–
compounds.1,2 However, the usefulness of the experimen
data is limited by the fact that they are not expressed
analytical functions of photon energy and critical-point~CP!
energies in the Brillouin zone. Therefore, it is necessary
model the experimental data with an analytical model. T
model employed must also be simple and concise, and a
same time give a reasonably good approximation of the
tical spectra of the investigated materials.

In modeling the optical constants of semiconductors, t
approaches are frequently used: the standard critical-p
~SCP! model3,4 and the damped harmonic oscillator~DHO!
model.5,6 Both approaches are widely known to have limit
tions. The SCP model can accurately describe the second
third derivatives of the dielectric function and thus provi
information about the positions of CPs~by fitting the SCP
model to the second derivative of the experimental data!, but
it is inadequate for describing the dielectric function itse
On the other hand, the DHO model can describe the exp
mental dielectric function but not its derivatives. The DH
also requires a large number of adjustable parameters a
not directly related to the band structure, i.e., it cannot p
vide accurate information about CP energies.

a!Electronic mail: ehli@eee.hku.hk
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Adachi’s model dielectric function~MDF! ~Refs. 7 and
8! represents a relatively simple model which combines
two aforementioned approaches with the addition of ex
tonic terms at the two lowest-energy gaps and their spin-o
split counterparts. The MDF describes the dielectric funct
with terms attributed to the four energy gaps (E0 , E0

1D0 , E1 , E11D1) and the damped harmonic oscillators d
scribe the contributions from higher lying transition
@E08 , E2(X), E2(S)#. This model is not very accurate, how
ever, and several modifications have been propo
recently.9–18 Forouhi and Bloomer19 have proposed a mode
which is also related to the band structure and requires fe
parameters~up to 14!. However, for the materials investi
gated here, this model does not bring about significant
provement in accuracy over the conventional Adach
model, especially around the fundamental band-gapE0 .

All the models mentioned above have a common sh
coming: they assume a Lorentzian broadening of the abs
tion line, which gives rise to higher absorption and po
accuracy around the fundamental absorption edge as a r
of the extended wings of the Lorentzian function. The fa
that Lorentzian broadening does not describe the opt
spectrum accurately has already been recognized and
cussed by several groups.20–23 Rakić and Majewski23 have
shown that the Adachi model, with a Gaussian-like broad
ing function, can describe accurately the dispersion and
sorption of GaAs and AlAs even in the vicinity of theE0 ,
where the original model of Ozaki and Adachi9 is highly
inaccurate. In this work, we use a similar model, which co
siders the contribution of exitonic terms only atE0 , E0

1D0 CPs, since the excitonic effects are usually more p
nounced atE0 than at any other CPs.24 Furthermore, the
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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description of the contributions of a discrete series of tw
dimensional Wannier excitons atE1 , E11D1 CPs in the
MDF and its modifications9,23 usually leads to an overest
mation of the strength of these excitons as well as their b
ing energies.25 In order to ensure that all the terms cons
ered to be contributing to the dielectric function and
obtained parameters have physical justification, the mo
employed here differs from previous calculations of opti
constants of these materials10,11,17with one additional degree
of freedom. The contributions of indirect transitions are n
taken into account here because they represent second-
perturbation. Therefore, their strength is significantly le
than that of the direct transitions, while the Adachi mod
gives unreasonably high values for the strength of indir
transitions in order to improve the agreement with the
perimental data in the region around the fundamental abs
tion edge.17 It will be shown that our model, which include
the adjustable broadening function, can describe the exp
mental data in this region accurately. In the vicinity of t
fundamental absorption edge, the broadening function in
model is Gaussian-like, enabling us to model the shar
structure present in the experimental data without artificia
introducing additional terms to the description of the diele
tric function.

In the following section, a description of the employe
model is given. In Sec. III, the model parameters are de
mined and a discussion of the results obtained as comp
with the previous ones is given. Finally, conclusions a
drawn.

II. MODEL OF THE DIELECTRIC FUNCTION

We shall briefly describe the model applied for the
electric function. The dielectric function in the Adachi mod
is represented by the sum of terms describing the transit
at the critical points in the joint density of states. In t
modification proposed by Rakic´ and Majewski,23 damping
constantsG i are replaced with the frequency-dependent
pressionG i8(v).

A. E0 and E01D0 transitions

Under the parabolic band assumption, the contributi
of the three-dimensionalM0 CPsE0 andE01D0 are given
by9

e I~v!5AE0
23/2F f ~x0!1

1

2 S E0

E01D0
D 3/2

f ~x0s!G , ~1!

where

f ~y!5y22@22~11y!1/22~12y!1/2#, ~2!

x05
\v1 iG0

E0
, ~3!

x0s5
\v1 iG0

E01D0
, ~4!

whereA and G0 are the strength and damping constants
the E0 and E01D0 transitions, respectively. The contribu
tion of the excitons~discrete series of exciton lines at theE0

andE01D0 CPs! is given by26
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e II~v!5 (
m51

` A0
ex

m3

1

E02~G0 /m2!2E2 iG0
, ~5!

whereA0
ex is the strength andG0 is the binding energy. A

summation of the excitonic terms is performed until the co
tribution of the next term is less than 1024.

B. E1 and E11D1 transitions

For the contributions of the two-dimensionalM0 CPsE1

and E11D1 , by taking the matrix element to be consta
with respect to energy, Adachi9 has obtained the following
expression:

e III ~v!52B1x1
22 ln~12x1

2!2B1sx1s
22 ln~12x1s

2 !, ~6!

where

x15
\v1 iG1

E1
, ~7!

x1s5
\v1 iG1

E11D1
, ~8!

and B1(B1s) and G1 are the strength and the damping co
stants of theE1 andE11D1 transitions, respectively.

C. E08 , E2„X…, and E2„S… transitions

The origin of the transitionsE08 , E2(X), andE2(S) is
not completely clear, since they do not correspond to
single, well-defined CP. However, these features can be
equately modeled with damped harmonic oscillators,9 which
are characterized by energyEj , oscillator strength f j

5ACjEj
2, and damping constantG j , j 52,3,4:

e IV~v!5(
j 52

4 f j
2

Ej
22~\v!22 i\vG j

. ~9!

D. The frequency-dependent damping

The damping constants in Eqs.~1!–~9! are replaced
with20,23

G i8~v!5G i expF2a i S \v2Ei

G i
D 2G . ~10!

In this way, the shape of the line varies with the ratio
parametersa j and G j . The line shapes vary from purel
Lorentzian~for a50! to nearly Gaussian~a50.3! profiles.
For largea j /G j ratios, the wings of the peak in the imag
nary part of the dielectric functione2(v) are even lower,
thus enabling the elimination of extended absorption tails
e2 , which is the signature of the Lorentzian line shap
Since no broadening mechanism is seta priori ~both a j and
G j are adjustable model parameters!, this model becomes
very flexible.

E. Complete model for the dielectric function

The dielectric function is obtained by summing up t
contributions of all the critical points described above, w
G replaced byG8~v!:
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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e~v!5e`1e I~v!1eII~v!1eIII ~v!1eIV~v!, ~11!

wheree` is the dielectric constant containing the contrib
tions of the higher-lying transitions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To fit the model to the experimental data, we used
following objective function:

F5 (
i 51

i 5Np FUe1~v i !2e1
expt~v i !

e1
expt~v i !

U1Ue2~v i !2e2
expt~v i !

e2
expt~v i !

UG2

,

~12!

whereNp is the number of experimental points ande1(v i),
e2(v i) are the calculated values of the real and the imagin
parts of the dielectric constant at frequencyv i , while
e1

expt(vi) and e2
expt(vi) are the corresponding experiment

values. This objective function is chosen because it ena
the minimization of discrepancies between the calculated
experimental data for both the real and imaginary parts of
dielectric function at the same time. The minimization
only one ~real or imaginary! part of the dielectric function
can lead to the deterioration in the accuracy of the estima
parameter values. Other objective functions~such as the sum
of the squared relative errors instead of the squared sum
the absolute values of the relative errors! give similar results
as the one employed here. The experimental values use
the determination of model parameters are tabulated from
Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids I.1 The objective
function is minimized with acceptance-probability-controll
simulated annealing algorithm with the adaptive mov
generation procedure, which is described in detail in Refs
and 28. The model parameter values obtained for all th
materials are given in Table I. From the ratio of the para
etersa0 and G0 in all cases, it can be concluded that t
broadening function for theE0 transition is very narrow,
which is the principal reason why models involving th
Lorentzian broadening~whose inherent characteristics a
the extended wings of the broadening function! in this region
are inaccurate. The critical-point energies obtained from
calculations are generally in good agreement with previ
results.29–31

Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts of the ind
of refraction of GaP as a function of energy. The experim
tal data are represented with open circles; the solid line
resents our calculations, the dotted line represents the re
of Adachi,11 and the dashed line represents the calculati
of Forouhi and Bloomer.19 The refractive index rms erro
obtained for our model is 1.2%, compared with the values
13.6% for Adachi’s MDF and 5.8% for the model of Forou
and Bloomer. The conventional Adachi model gives t
poorest agreement with the experimental data. Agreem
with experiment is better for the calculations of Forouhi a
Bloomer.19 However, it can be observed that this model fa
to describe accurately the optical properties of GaP be
and around the fundamental band-gapE0 . The discrepancy
present at the end of the investigated spectral range is p
ably due to the fact that data for energies higher than 5.5
are not taken into account on the determination of the mo
parameters.
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The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction
InP as a function of energy are shown in Fig. 2. The exp
mental data are represented by open circles; the solid
represents our calculations, the dotted line represents th
sults of Adachi,11 and the dashed line represents the calcu

TABLE I. Model parameter values.

Parameter GaP InP InAs

e` 0.111 0.500 1.142
A eV1.5 13.381 4.062 3.264
G0 eV 0.030 0.036 0.165

a0 3.691 3.739 4.111
B1 eV 2.393 2.946 2.704
B1s eV 2.350 2.476 2.765
E0 eV 2.734 1.346 0.450
E01D0 eV 2.811 1.425 0.870
G1 eV 0.309 5.217 4.394

a1 0.223 0.091 0.027
f 2 eV 5.162 5.997 3.984
G2 eV 0.401 0.489 0.619

a2 0.399 0.021 0.033
E2 eV 5.125 4.742 2.639
f 3 eV 5.350 3.589 6.245
G3 eV 0.508 0.414 0.542

a3 0.011 0.029 0.008
E3 eV 4.802 3.202 4.478
f 4 eV 3.695 3.627 3.312
G4 eV 0.336 0.161 0.913

a4 0.047 0.039 0.048
E4 eV 3.643 6.800 6.217
A0

ex eV 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003
G0 eV 0.005 0.001 0.017
E1 eV 3.666 3.100 2.650
E11D1 eV 3.632 3.120 2.665

FIG. 1. The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction for GaP a
function of energy: circles, experimental data; solid line, this work; dot
line, Adachi~see Ref. 11!; and dashed line, Forouhi and Bloomer~see Ref.
19!.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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tions of Forouhi and Bloomer.19 For this material, we can
make similar observations for GaP. The relative rms err
obtained for the refractive index are 1.0% for our calcu
tions, 6.2% for Adachi’s MDF, and 6.4% for the model
Forouhi and Bloomer.

Figure 3 depicts the real and imaginary parts of the ind
of refraction of InAs versus energy. The experimental d
are represented by open circles; the solid line represents
calculations, the dotted line represents the results
Adachi,11 and the dashed line represents the calculation
Forouhi and Bloomer.19 For InAs, we obtain 1.6% relative

FIG. 2. The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction for InP a
function of energy: circles, experimental data; solid line, this work; dot
line, Adachi~see Ref. 11!; and dashed line, Forouhi and Bloomer~see Ref.
19!.

FIG. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction for InAs
a function of energy: circles, experimental data; solid line, this work; do
line, Adachi~see Ref. 11!; and dashed line, Forouhi and Bloomer~see Ref.
19!.
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rms error for the refractive index, while errors for the calc
lations of Adachi11 and Forouhi and Bloomer19 equal 6.5%
and 2.3%, respectively. In this case, the results of Foro
and Bloomer19 are comparable to ours, i.e., their calculatio
give a rms error at 1.5 times higher than ours. The reaso
that the available experimental data are above the band
of this material, hence, inaccuracy is inevitable. Howev
when the fundamental absorption edge is within the inve
gated spectral region, as in the case of GaP and InP,
model is clearly superior to the other two, due to its adju
able broadening feature.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have modeled the optical constants of GaP, InP,
InAs in the spectral range from 1 to 6 eV. The calculati
employed here is based on a simple and yet accurate m
of optical constants. The great flexibility of the model resu
ing from an adjustable broadening mechanism~accom-
plished by frequency-dependent damping! enables one to
achieve good agreement with the experimental data in a w
spectral range. Excellent agreement with the experime
data for all three investigated materials is obtained. The
fractive index relative rms errors are 1.2%, 1.0%, and 1.
for GaP, InP, and InAs, respectively. To the best of o
knowledge, these should be the lowest errors obtained so
in the literature.
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